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We believe the economy will gradually improve as vaccinations are broadly distributed.
We believe the economy is entering its next expansion phase.
S&P 500 TR valuations are high relative to their history.
The S&P 500 TR was up 12.15% in Q4 2020, and up 18.4% for 2020 (as of 12/31/20).1
The MSCI EAFE NR was up 16.05% in Q4 and up 7.32% for 2020 (as of 12/31/20).1
The MSCI EM NR was up 19.70% in Q4 and up 18.31% for 2020 (as of 12/31/20).1
We must recognize the potential for negative real yields in core fixed income.
With today’s interest rates near zero, investors should consider their other options for generating
income.
With low interest rates, investing in liquid hedge funds are becoming more attractive again.
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Economy
Given the significant increase in
COVID infections and fatalities
during Q4 it would only be
appropriate to start by providing
our sympathies, thoughts, and
prayers to everyone who has lost
family or friends from this virus.
We empathize with you as even the
Olympus Team has lost family and
friends to COVID during 2020.
If 2020 will be remembered as the
year of the COVID pandemic, then
we hope 2021 will be remembered
as the year of the vaccine and
getting back to normal. To track
getting back to normal, we have
been monitoring high-frequency
economic data (in the chart below), and during Q4, it appears high frequency economic data has either
stalled out or slowed during Q4. We believe this slowing economic data is likely due to the sharp
increase in COVID infections around the U.S. during this same time. We continue to anticipate that the
rebound of economic activity will follow the path of COVID infections. As a result, we expect the U.S.
economic recovery to gradually improve from here as vaccinations are broadly distributed. From an
economic cycle perspective, we believe the U.S. is coming out of a short and deep recession and entering
its next phase of expansion.
As suspected, a smaller temporary
stimulus bill was passed after the
elections in November. Those
most economically impacted by
COVID were grateful because their
prior stimulus benefits expired.
The Biden administration did not
waste much time and within hours
of being sworn in, they rolled out a
larger $1.9 trillion stimulus bill.
This larger $1.9 trillion bill will be
debated and there is already push
back on the size and terms of the
bill. We are optimistic that
Congress can come to a swift bipartisan agreement on terms to
demonstrate unity between the
parties.
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GDP2,5: For the full year 2020, GDP
declined -3.5%, the worst calendar year
decline in GDP since 1946. In Q4 2020
GDP increased at an annual rate of 4.0%
according to the initial “advance” estimate
released by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis. According to the Q4 GDP
report, the increase was due to increases in
exports, nonresidential fixed investment,
personal consumption expenditures,
residential fixed investment, and private
inventory. The final estimate of Q3 2020
GDP increased at an annual rate of 33.4%.
Economists anticipated the GDP growth
rate would slow in Q4 as COVID cases
increased. We continue to believe the path of this economic recovery will follow the path of COVID.
Inflation3: Inflation continues to remain
below targets. In addition to low energy
prices, details in the Consumer Price Index
report suggest the decline in consumption
has negatively impacted inflation in
apparel and transportation services. As a
result, inflation remains below the Fed’s
2.0% Core PCE target. The chart on the
right illustrates different inflation
measurements (CPI vs. PCE) for the last 50
years, as of November 2020. As of
December 2020, Headline CPI rose 0.4%,
resulting in a 1.4% increase over the prior
12 months. During December 2020, Core
CPI (ex-food and energy) increased 0.1%
and was up 1.6% for the prior 12-month period.
Employment4: The improvement in
unemployment stalled during Q4 due to the
resurgence in COVID. Optimistically,
December’s unemployment rate of 6.7% is
down considerably from the April peak
unemployment of 14.7%. The number of
people on temporary layoff increased by
277,000 in December. The number of
people employed part-time who want fulltime work is at 6.2 million, down from
10.9 million in April. We continue to
believe the next phase of recovery in
employment will be slow as some of the
most affected industries (hospitality, travel,
tourism, retail, food services, etc.) are struggling to regain traction.
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Interest Rates: The Federal Reserve has
maintained their target range for the
federal funds rate at 0.00% to 0.25% as
COVID continued to pose significant
risk to economic activity and
employment during Q4. The Federal
Reserve Staff’s economic summary
reports economic growth far below preCOVID levels, employment far below
pre-COVID levels, and inflation notably
below targets. They summarized that
COVID continues to cause tremendous
human and economic hardships in the
U.S. and around the world, and as a
result the Federal Reserve is committed
to continue using its full range of tools to
support the U.S. economy during this challenging time. The Federal Reserve expects to keep interest
rates at current levels until labor markets reach full employment and inflation is on track to “moderately
exceed 2% for some time.”

Equity Investments
Despite the resurgence in COVID during Q4, equity markets continued their strong performance. In the
U.S., markets have been supported by the swift and massive Federal Reserve and U.S. Treasury actions to
reduce interest rates, purchase assets, and provide emergency funding. Other central banks around the
world have followed suit with similar actions. Furthermore, investor sentiment seems to have been
bolstered by the approval and initial distribution of COVID vaccinations stoking the market’s
performance in late 2020.
With the strong rebound in U.S. equity
markets comes the challenge of higher
valuations. When reviewing current
multiples, market participants seem to be
pricing in both a strong rebound in
earnings and additional stimulus getting
America to a post-COVID economy. As
of 1/15/2021, FactSet reported the
forward 12-month P/E ratio is 22.4x,
which is above both the 5-year average
of 17.5x and above the 10-year average
of 15.7x. FactSet mentioned the S&P
500 is expected to report a year over
year decline in earnings of -6.8% for Q4,
however it is possible unusually strong
upward earnings revisions continue,
resulting in earnings growth for Q4.
Only time will tell. With additional economic stimulus and continued central bank support, we believe
earnings growth will likely continue its rebound into 2021, which may lead to a reduction in forward P/E
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ratios. Notably, when contemplating dividend discount models, the low interest rate environment
supports higher market prices (which translates into higher multiples on earnings), when compared to
higher interest rate environments. We believe maintaining a low interest rate environment, additional
government stimulus, and a successful vaccination rollout will all be important to support today’s higher
market prices.
We believe investors must look deeper to find more attractive valuations relative to the broad U.S. equity
market measured by the S&P 500. As we consider new investments today, we are looking across equity
styles, sectors, geographies, and market caps to find more attractive valuations.
Regarding the new White House leadership, President Biden and his administration have a different
policy stance relative to their predecessors, and this will likely affect where our managers are allocating
dollars. In addition, one notable policy difference that could have a large broad market impact is the
potential for an increase in corporate taxes. An increase in corporate taxes directly impacts earnings and
markets would likely begin to reprice as the discussion begins. We are hopeful that the administration
will not consider such tax increases until the economy is more stable and further into expansion territory.
The markets moved fast and furious
in 2020, and we believe there is
potential for further market
volatility, albeit on a smaller scale.
On average, investors should be
prepared for an approximate -10%
market decline annually, and a
greater market correction every few
years. There are many potential
reasons for near term volatility
including: another surge in COVID
cases, disagreement on additional
government stimulus, disruptions in
vaccinations, higher corporate tax
rates, a potential double-dip
economic recession, rising geopolitical tension with China, high
equity valuations, and the list goes on. We continue to advocate for investors to be thoughtful about
putting money to work, staying invested, rebalancing, and sticking to their long-term plan. Investors
should be prudent about how they diversify their assets, manage risks, and refrain from making big
directional trades or trying to time the market. Afterall, it is about time in the market, not timing the
market.
During the fourth quarter of 2020, equity markets continued their rebound, and major equity markets
ended the year in positive territory. The S&P 500 TR (including dividends) was up 12.15% during the
fourth quarter and up 18.4% for 2020 (as of 12/31/20).1 Developed international markets measured by the
MSCI EAFE NR were up 16.05% for the fourth quarter and up 7.32% for 2020 (as of 12/31/20).1
Emerging markets measured by the MSCI EM NR were up 19.70% for the fourth quarter and up 18.31%
for 2020 (as of 12/31/20).1 The broad-based benchmark, MSCI ACWI NR, a market capitalization
weighted index designed to measure the global equity market performance of 46 developed and emerging
markets, was up 14.68% for the fourth quarter and up 16.25% for 2020 (as of 12/31/2020).1
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U.S.: Investors seem to be
optimistic on the economic and
earnings outlooks as vaccinations
roll out and another round of fiscal
stimulus is in the works. To justify
today’s valuations, investors expect
a strong economic rebound
supporting stronger earnings
growth and continued low interest
rates. Further supporting current
market levels are the combination
of passed and recently announced
government stimulus plans. The
stimulus package passed in
December 2020 provides reduced
payments to Americans, however it
was intended to be a short-term support while the Biden Administration and a new Congress work
through a larger plan. This larger $1.9 trillion stimulus plan was recently announced by the Biden
Administration and includes larger stimulus payments to Americans, increased unemployment benefits,
rental assistance, and additional benefits. This new plan must still be debated and passed by Congress
and faces early push back by some lawmakers. Although tax increases are not in the dialogue at this time,
America will ultimately need to pay for its spending. Currently, the markets do not seem to be pricing in
the potential for corporate tax increases. As of 1/15/2021, looking forward, FactSet is reporting that
analysts project the 12-month bottom-up price target for the S&P 500 at 4111.82, 8.3% above the recent
3795.54 closing.
Developed International: We
believe international equities
benefited from the falling U.S.
dollar, and this should remain a
tailwind if the U.S. dollar continues
to weaken. Developed
international markets recovered
their losses earlier in 2020 and
ended the year better than we
expected. We believe the Euro
Area has unified and strengthened
their policy response through the
creation of Euro bonds, but the
recent increase in COVID cases is
troubling. In Q4 Carlyle reported
declines in gasoline sales, travel
spending, and other service-related
sectors as lockdowns were reinstated across the region. As a result, in mid-Q4, we reduced our allocation
to developed international equities and allocated these dollars into emerging market equities.
Emerging International: Emerging market equities continued to perform better than developed
international market equities over Q4 and YTD (as of 12/31/2020). China appears to continue leading the
emerging market’s race back to a more normal post-COVID economy. A recent economic paper released
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by The Carlyle Group reports continued growth in retail sales, auto sales, air traffic, and a continued
rebound in Tier 1 city real estate. Emerging market valuations remain more attractive relative to
developed market valuations and relative to U.S. market valuations.

Fixed Income Investments
Investing in fixed income today remains important, but is complicated, because the Federal Reserve is
holding interest rates very low and seeking higher inflation. This has the potential to generate negative
real yields (current yields less inflation), eroding investors’ purchasing power. Historically we have seen
negative real yields with cash, money markets, and similar short-term investments. Today we must
recognize the potential for negative real yields in core fixed income.
With interest rates near zero it is difficult for investors to find income in public markets. When interest
rates increase, the limited amount of income may not be sufficient to offset declining bond prices,
resulting in negative returns as well. We believe investors will need to consider other fixed income
investment strategies to navigate this potential environment. As we think about investing in fixed income
during a rising rate environment, we continue to diversify across short- and long-term investment grade
core bonds (government, municipal, and corporate), but we will likely need to look more towards
unconstrained fixed income strategies, international fixed income, extended credit, and liquid alternatives.
Unconstrained fixed income strategies have the potential to add income, return, and diversification to
portfolios in low interest rate and rising interest rate environments. Inflation-linked bonds may become a
more important allocation as the Federal Reserve shifts to a range-bound inflation target, suggesting they
want inflation to exceed 2% for some time. The Fed, however, has struggled to stoke inflation over the
past decade, so only time will tell if they are successful in this new endeavor.
With today’s interest rates near zero, investors should consider their other options for generating income.
Investors should expect to take on more credit risk, interest rate risk, and/or liquidity risk to increase
income. One challenge is that increasing credit risk or interest rate risk increases price volatility of the
bonds. If investors can assume illiquidity with their credit risk, then private credit can potentially
generate higher income with less price volatility when compared to publicly traded peers. If investors
prefer to maintain liquidity, then in some circumstances, investors can take a total return approach when
seeking income.

U.S. Treasury Yield Curve
U.S. Department of the Treasury
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International fixed income has been a contributor to portfolio returns during Q4 and for calendar year
2020. Although global yields have decreased, we continue to find exposure to international interest rates,
growth dynamics, credit profiles, and central bank policy objectives beneficial to our fixed income
diversification. This sub-asset class allows us to increase diversification from domestic bonds with a
broader opportunity set.
Extended credit (high yield bonds and floating rate loans) now looks expensive as spreads fell below their
historical averages. The sub-asset class remains attractive, however, relative to other bond yields. We
continue to see defaults creeping higher in both high yield and floating rate bonds. We believe strong
credit underwriting and active management is paramount during default cycles, where avoidance of, and
underweights to, the riskiest bonds should prove beneficial.

Alternative Investments
With the low interest rate environment, we utilize alternative investment strategies for portfolio
diversification. When selected carefully, we believe that allocations to alternative investments can be
helpful in managing portfolio volatility, diversifying sources of risk, adding low correlated returns, and
thereby enhancing risk-adjusted returns. In this low interest rate environment, we continue to like and use
global macro strategies, merger arbitrage strategies, and option strategies for liquid hedge fund exposure.
Some sectors of real estate continue to struggle in the COVID economy. The National Association of
Realtors® reported in January 2021 that they expect vacancy rates to hover around 5% in multi-family
properties, 10% in retail properties, 12% for office properties, and 50% for hotel/hospitality properties.
The report stated they also expect commercial prices to decrease in the office market by -3% y/y, retail 6% y/y, and hotel/hospitality -6% y/y. Real Capital Analytics is reporting that commercial sales volume
remains down -56% y/y for properties above $2.5M as of 2020 Q4.
Gold was one of the best performing
investments in our portfolios during
2020, as many investors continue to
perceive gold as one of the safe haven
assets. Gold’s performance in 2020
demonstrates why we maintain an
allocation. With U.S. Treasury
interest rates below expected inflation
rates, we believe gold could continue
to be a perceived as a good store of
value. Broad commodities continue
to be one of the worst performing
asset classes in 2020, as both the
economy and energy prices remain
depressed. We continue to hold a
small allocation to commodities
because of their diversification of risks, low correlation with other asset classes, and as a hedge against
inflation. It is difficult to achieve these characteristics with other asset classes. Because commodity
prices can have significant price volatility, it only takes a small allocation to achieve the benefits
mentioned above in a portfolio. For these reasons we maintained a small allocation to a broad basket of
commodities and gold.
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We continue to see opportunities within private investments such as private equity, private debt, and
private real estate. These asset classes are complex, less regulated, and different than their publicly traded
peers. Our experience and exposure give us perspective on current terms, fees, investment strategies, etc.
available today and allows us to compare private investment opportunities for our clients who understand
and desire this type of investment exposure.

Conclusion
We believe the U.S. economy is coming out of a deep, short recession and entering a new expansion
phase. Inflation is low, interest rates are low, employment is improving, and S&P 500 earnings are
growing. With uncertainty and potential for market volatility in Q4, prior to the elections, we rebalanced
portfolios to be better prepared for a variety of unknown outcomes. Given the run up in markets after the
elections and into January 2021, we are rebalancing again. With high equity valuations relative to their
past, we are actively looking for opportunities to reduce overvalued investments. Investing in fixed
income is complicated as the Federal Reserve is holding interest rates very low and negative returns are
likely after accounting for inflation. As a result of low interest rates, investing in liquid hedge funds is
becoming more attractive again.
Investors should not act on their emotions (often intensified by the media). There are many examples of
investors trying to time the market only to miss the market’s move. At any point in time, one asset class
will outperform all others. Investors should be thoughtful about getting invested, staying invested,
rebalancing, and sticking to their long-term plan. Instead of trying to pick the tops and bottoms of the
markets, investors should be thoughtful about how they diversify their assets, manage risks, and refrain
from making big directional trades or timing the market. We welcome discussing these and any other
items of importance with you.

Best Regards,
The Olympus Wealth Management Team
Sources: BlackRock, Carlyle Group, Eaton
Vance, European Central Bank, FactSet,
Franklin Templeton, Goldman Sachs,,
Invesco, JPMorgan, Morningstar Direct,
National Association of Realtors®, Northern
Trust, PIMCO, The Federal Reserve, U.S.
Department of the Treasury, U.S. Department
of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
1. Morningstar Direct
2. GDP estimates are prepared on a
schedule that requires three successive
estimates – “advance”, “preliminary” and
“final”. The advance estimate is prepared
approximately 1 month after the end of the
quarter. In most cases, the sources data for
the quarter are not final and are subject to
Source: Guide to the Markets December 31, 2020
revision by the issuing agency. One month
later the preliminary estimate replaces the
advance estimate. The source data used for
preliminary estimates, particularly the data for the third month of the quarter, are subject to further revision. One month later the final estimate
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replaces the preliminary estimate. The final estimate incorporates revisions in source data for the third month of the quarter. Source:
http://www.bea.gov/scb/account_articles/national/1093od/maintext.htm
3. The Federal Reserve reviews multiple
measures of inflation when making policy
decisions. The Fed moved away from the
concept of core CPI to the Personal
Consumption Expenditure Price Index (PCE)
as their key inflation measure. Specifically,
the Fed said the PCE index is “…most
consistent over the longer run with the
Federal Reserve’s statutory mandate
targets.”
4. U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor
Statistics
5. U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
6. FactSet
Olympus Wealth Management, LLC is a
Registered Investment Adviser with the
United States Securities and Exchange
Source: Guide to the Markets December 31, 2020
Commission however, such registration does
not imply a certain level of skill or training
and no inference to the contrary should be
made. Additional information about Olympus Wealth Management, LLC is also available on the SEC’s website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. ..
This letter is solely for informational purposes. The information contained herein reflects Olympus Wealth Management’s views as of the date of
this commentary. Such views are subject to change at any time without notice due to changes in market or economic conditions and may not
necessarily come to pass. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where Olympus Wealth Management, LLC and its
representatives are properly licensed or exempt from licensure. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and
possible loss of principal capital. No advice may be rendered by Olympus Wealth Management, LLC unless a client service agreement is in
place.
This information and any discussion should not be construed as a personalized and individual client recommendation, which should be based on
each client’s investment objectives, risk tolerance, and financial situation and needs. This information and any discussion also is not intended as
a specific offer by Olympus Wealth Management, LLC, or its partners. Investments and opinions are subject to change due to market conditions
and guidance may not be profitable or realized. The information does not take into account the specific objectives, financial situation and
particular needs of any specific person who may receive it.
Olympus Wealth Management and its
affiliates do not provide tax, legal or
accounting advice. This material (including
any attachments) has been prepared for
informational purposes only, and is not
intended to provide, and should not be relied
on for, tax, legal or accounting advice. You
should consult your own tax, legal and
accounting advisors before engaging in any
transaction.
Past performance may not be indicative
nor a guarantee of future results. All
investment strategies have the potential for
profit or loss. Changes in investment
strategies, contributions or withdrawals, and
economic conditions may materially alter the
performance of your portfolio.
Different types of investments involve
varying degrees of risk, and there can be no
assurance that any specific investment or
strategy will be suitable or profitable for a
client’s portfolio. There can be no
assurances that a portfolio will match or
outperform any particular benchmark.

Source: Guide to the Markets December 31, 2020
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The information contained herein is subject to change and is also incomplete. These materials do not constitute all the information necessary
to adequately evaluate the consequences of investing with Olympus Wealth Management, LLC. Our opinions reflect our judgment as of the date
of publication. Investments and opinions are subject to change due to market conditions and the opinions and guidance may not be profitable or
realized. Working with a financial advisor is not a guarantee of future financial success. Investors should understand that statements regarding
future prospects may not be realized.
The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary. Certain links in this document connect to other Web Sites
maintained by third parties over whom Olympus Wealth Management, LLC has no control. The prices/quotes/statistics referenced herein have
been obtained from sources deemed to be reliable, but we do not guarantee their accuracy or completeness, any yield referenced is indicative and
subject to change. References to the performance or characteristics of our portfolios generally refer to the discretionary Balanced Model
Portfolio constructed by Olympus Wealth Management, LLC. It is a proxy for client performance and may not represent actual transactions or
investments in client accounts. The views and strategies described herein may not be suitable for all investors. This material is not intended as
an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. To the extent referenced herein, real estate, hedge funds, and other
private investments may present significant risks, may be sold or redeemed at more or less than the original amount invested; there are no
assurances that the stated investment objectives of any investment product will be met. Please note: An investor cannot invest directly in an
index.
Any forward-looking statements or forecasts are based on assumptions and actual results are expected to vary from any such statements or
forecasts. No reliance should be placed on any such statements or forecasts when making any investment decision. OWM is not responsible for
the consequences of any decisions or actions taken as a result of information provided in this presentation and does not warrant or guarantee the
accuracy or completeness of this information. No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied, or duplicated in any form, by any means,
or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of Olympus Wealth Management, LLC.
Definitions:
S&P 500 TR - The S&P 500 Annual Total Return is the investment return received each year, including dividends, when holding the S&P 500
index. The S&P 500 index is a basket of 500 large US stocks, weighted by market cap, and is the most widely followed index representing the US
stock market.
MSCI EAFE NR - The MSCI EAFE Index is an equity index which captures large and mid cap representation across 21 Developed Markets
countries* around the world, excluding the US and Canada.
MSCI EM NR - The MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures large and mid cap representation across 27 Emerging Markets (EM) countries*.
With 1,397 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country.

If you no longer wish to receive these communications, please reply to this message with “Unsubscribe”.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. | Not FDIC Insured May Lose Value No Bank Guarantee
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